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A Million Every Month.

By manufacturing' and selling:
a million records every month
the Columbia Phonograph Co.
has achieved the end for which
it has long: been striving: the
reduction in the price of its
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is truer now than ever before.
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than that of catnpeting
reiord, their price means
that the purchaser is to have
the very best records ever
factured and to have two of them
at the 1 rice he formerly paid
for
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He. Learned a Great Truth.

It is said of John Wesley
he once to Mistress Wesley:
"Why do you tell that child the
same thing over and over again'--
"John Wesley, because once tell- -
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berlain's Cough Remedy cures

; colds a nd grip; that it counter-
acts anv v tendency uf these

; diseases to result in pneumonia,,
and that it is pleasant and safe

i to take. Por sale by St. Johns
' Driiir Co.
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Other points in proportion.

GOOD UNTIL NOVEMBER 30
Ask Santa Fc Agents
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